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Background: Treatment of bifurcations is a complex problem even in Drug-Eluting Stent era. It is unknown whether additional kissing balloon 
technique (KBT) affects angiographic and clinical improvement even without stenosis at side-branch ostium (SBO) in the setting of single DES 
deployment for non-left main (LM) bifurcation.
Methods: The lesion which performed KBT was defined as “KBT-group”, and lesion without any side-branch ballooning as “non-KBT-group”. Of 
1454 patients treated with DES from April, 2007 to December, 2008, we analyzed 153 patients (157 lesions) with non-LM bifurcation without >50% 
stenosis at SBO; and divided KBT-group (83 patients, 85 lesions) and non-KBT-group (70 patients, 72 lesions) for comparison.
Results: There were no differences in baseline patient and lesion characteristics. Contrast volume was significantly higher in KBT-group 
(210.2±97.7ml vs. 173.3±109.1ml, p=0.034). In 8 months, regarding main-branch, QCA showed similar results between 2 groups in MLD or % DS 
(MLD 2.20±0.66mm vs. 2.21±0.66mm, NS. %DS 33.6±16.9% vs. 26.8±10.4%, NS). Regarding SBO, QCA showed also similar results between 2 
groups (MLD 1.50±0.56mm vs. 1.27±0.29mm, NS. %DS 36.5±19.1% vs. 38.2±14.7%, NS), MACE and TLR was low in each groups (MACE 7.95%, TLR 
6.1%).
Conclusion: Additional KBT for non-LM bifurcation without stenosis at SBO does not have an impact on clinical and angiographic outcome, 
however only causes increasing contrast volume, suggesting that additional KBT for SBO should be considered only with critical (such as flow 
limiting) stenosis at SBO.
